
Built to last a lifetime with 
minimal maintenance.
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Top-rated sanitizer gel

Hands-free, stainless-steel dispensers

Costs up to 40% less than the competitionƈ

Manufactured in an FDA L���ÇÍ�Ã�� facilityƈ

Drives compliance with a great texture and scent

Automates stock monitoring and replenishmentƈ

Slashes labor and inventory costs

Supports and e±�y±��Ç your brandƈ�ßÀ�Ã��±��

So durable, it’s backed by a lifetime warranty

There are no upfront �yÀ�Íyªƈcosts!  We’ll give you the Astreea stands free-of-charge with a 
one-year, low-quantity sanitizer subscription.  The asset is yours to keep. 

Why The Astreea Plus Program?

1
2

Ships Nationwide3Units and sanitizer are in stock for quick delivery

Experienced in multi-location programs



plus
Hand Sanitizing 
Made Simple.
Subscribe. Save. Sanitize.

Astreea Safe Gel Sanitizer
We can help you calculate the 
monthly estimated amount for 
your organization. 

Example  startin  at 4 2L bottles per month ($120) = 1 ispenser unit at no ost  ($409)

+

Astreea Pedal Dispenser
Choose from one of our five models 
the size that fits your organization s 
unique needs and experience. 

One low monthly price
Eas  online management
*with 12 month sanitizer subscription



Astreea Safe Sanitizer

Made for Quality 
• FDA Registered Facility
• 40% less expensive than competitors
• Premium Gel Formula
• 70% Ethyl Alcohol
• Clean Citrus Scent
• Made in the USA
• Cost e�ective and long lasting solution
• Acts quickly to kill microorganisms on hands

Regular hand sanitizing is one of the most 
important practices in the fight against 
viruses and other germs. Astreea Safe was 
formulated specifically for continuous use. 

Gentle but powerful, our premium products 
eliminate 99.99% of germs while leaving 
hands feeling soft and clean



View Intro Video

Astreea is at home in o!ces, schools, 
shopping centers, and even outside spaces.

Designed for heavy duty use 
during these challenging times. 

Traditional electronic dispensers are fragile and require 
constant battery and sanitizer pouch changes.

Astreea was engineered to be durable, dependable, and 
high-capacity. It’s pedal activated and can be refilled 
with ¶ÐÃƈsanitizer �¶ÍÍª�Ç in less than one minute.

Built to last beyond the pandemic.

Developed by a European aerospace manufacturer, 
Astreea meets the highest engineering and quality 
standards.

Each dispenser is precision-crafted from medical-grade 
stainless steel using state-of-the-art laser cutting 
machines. After assembly and welding, finishing touches 
are completed by hand.

We’re so confident Astreea will stand the test of time, 
we back it with a lifetime warranty.

See How It’s Made

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMfUriCFhPU&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TptTP0oQCI
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See what makes Astreea so different.

11
Fully mechanical and pedal operated. 

No batteries or maintenance required ever.

2
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3
Laser-cutƈreservoirƈwindoÚƈprovidesƈaƈ�onvenient way to 

check sanitizer level.ƈIÃ¶ÀÃ��ÍyÃàƈÇ°yÃÍƈÇ�±Ç¶Ãƈ 
yÙy�ªy�ª�ƈ�±ƈ�ÀÃ�ªƈ2021 Í¶ƈyª�ÃÍƈÍ�y°ƈ¶�ƈª�Ù�ªÇƈÙ�yƈ°¶��ª�ƈ3U�ř

4
Incredibly durable and weatherproof, making

 it ideal for any indoor or outdoor space.

5
 Arrives fully assembled. Remove it from the box 

and use the optional bolt points to secure it to the floor.
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Capacity
Tube Diameter

Height
LxW 

Weight

�ƈÀ�Ã���ÍƈÇ�å�ƈ�¶Ãƈ�Ù�ÃàƈÀÐÃÀ¶Ç�ř

9¶��ªƈP
����.HS���1 Liter
4.1” 
29.2”
11.6” x 11.6” 
18.1 lbs

9¶��ªƈ9
����.HS���1 Liter
4.1”
38.9”
11.6” x 11.6”
22.0 lbs

9¶��ªƈ3
����.HS���2 Liters
4.9”
38.9”
11.6” x 11.6”
22.6  lbs

Model XL
�� �.HS���3 Liters
5.1”
38.9”
11.6 x 11.6
26.4 lbs

9¶��ªƈgg3
�����.HS���5 Liters
7.9” x 7.9”
38.9”
7.9” x 7.9”
57.8 lbs

ƈ

With 5 models to choose from,ƈyou’re sure to find one thatƈmeets your specific needs.

b�ƈ¶���Ãƈyƈ�¶°Àª�Í�ƈª�±�ƈ¶�ƈÇy±�Í�å�Ãƈ�¶ÍÍª�ÇŔƈ�y��ƈ��Ç��±��ƈÍ¶ƈ��ÍƈyƈÀyÃÍ��ÐªyÃƈÇ�å�ƈÇÍy±�řƈƈ
h¶ÐƂªªƈyÙ¶��ƈÇÀ�ªªÇƈy±�ƈ�Ã¶ÇÇŶ�¶±Íy°�±yÍ�¶±ƈÚ�Í�ƈ¶ÐÃƈ�ÐªªàƈÃ��à�ªy�ª�ƈ�¶ÍÍª�Çř



�Ç¨ƈy�¶ÐÍƈ¶ÐÃƈ�Ãy±�ƈ±�Úƈ�Ã�ÀƈÀy±ƈy���ÇÇ¶Ãàƈ��Ç��±řƈCustomize with accessories.

Whether for access, communication, or 
stability, Astreea accessories increase 
the usage of your dispenser.

�Ð¶ŶP��±
Top plate replacement. 

This combo allows for one-
handed "%"�operation along with 

the display of an A5 sized sign.

Use with Model S, M, L

P��±
Top plate replacement. 

 Metal A5 sized sign holder 
allows for the display of a 

decal. 

Use with Model S, M, L

�Ð¶
Top plate replacement. 

Meets ADA requirements for 
reach, pressure, and one-

handed access.

Use with Model S, M, L

!ÐyÃ�
Top plate replacement. 
Encloses the dispenser 

nozzle and shields it from 
possible damage.

Use with Model L

Ő����ÇÇ¶Ã��ÇƈyÃ�ƈÇ�å��ƈ�¶Ãƈ°¶��ªƈÐ±�ÍÇƈ±¶Í��ƈy�¶Ù�ƈy±�ƈy���Í�¶±yªƈ�ÐÇÍ¶°�åyÍ�¶±ƈÃ�ÂÐ�Ã��ƈ�¶Ãƈg3ƈy±�ƈgg3ƈÇÐ�§��ÍƈÍ¶ƈÇ�¶À�ƈ¶�ƈ�±ÂÐ�Ãàř
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O!cesƈ& Retail

Airports & Transit 

Schools & Education Centers

Hotels & Restaurants



Contact Us:
email: 
phone:  

jim@erlick-group.com 
917.692.3532 

LobaCreative
Stamp




